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Diversification in the coins we  - not just mine Bitcoin

90% of mint revenue deployed on ASIC miners. With 
 on marketing and an  fund10% emergency

Cross-chain community investment fund (DAO)

Rewards paid out in ADA

Innovative gopher  systemprofession

Holder  on key decisions impacting the 
future of the GGMC

votes

Fair teamfounder remuneration -  does not get rewards 
until the farm is a success for six months

Extremely innovative  partner - TBDmining

On-chain mint through  marketplaceflipr.io
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Goofy Gophers Mining Club (GGMC) is an exclusive community centered around 
a shared passion for cryptocurrency and passive income. We are the first ever 
NFT project (on any chain) that will mine multiple coins using different types of 
ASIC miners - we know the importance of diversification for true project 
longevity. A portion of mined rewards will go to a community investment DAO 
(cross-chain), looking for quality projects across the cryptocurrency space and 
beyond. Holders can gain access to potential rewards from both the mining 
activity and DAO by burrowing their gopher. Delve deeper into this whitepaper 
to learn about our best-in-class gamification of rewards, and how GGMC will 
pioneer the space forward with our startup incubator program.

The GGMC was started to solve a key problem in the cryptocurrency space: the 
inaccessibility of mining. Mining is something that so many people want to get 
involved with - who doesn’t want to pave the way for the technology of the 
future, getting rewarded while doing so? Unfortunately, for an individual, there 
are so many barriers to entry: the large initial cost of the machine, the technical 
knowledge required both to setup and maintain machines, the physical space 
required, and the need for generators and coolers.



It then dawned on us, why not utilize the incredible community Cardano has 
behind it to connect a group passionate about solving the above problems? We 
are so much stronger as together than as individuals – with collective scale we 
can make mining fun and accessible for everyone! We can even push forward 
the industry in problem areas such as renewable energy sources, ensuring the 
GGMC is here for the long term. 



This community will be a huge force for good in the world. Whether you want to 
learn more about cryptocurrency, discuss your latest idea, or just vent about the 
Stranger Things finale: you are all welcome to become a part of the movement 
in redefining utility NFT.



Origins

Introduction
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Late summer 2022, we will release an 8,888 collection of Goofy Gophers! Every 
gopher will have a profession which will offer different bonuses tied to the utility 
below...

We will take the income from mint and invest 90% in ASIC cryptocurrency 
miners, placing them at our next generation farm (aiming to go live October 
2022). The remainIng 10% goes to initial marketing and a small emergency fund 
to prepare us for anything. We have used our scale to negotiate a first of its kind 
fee structure with our partner farm. Similarly, we have used our wide network 
built up over years in the space to secure very competitive wholesale rates for 
the miners themselves.



The miners we purchase with mint revenue are just the beginning. A portion of 
mined rewards will go to the purchase of additional miners. The sky really is the 
limit here, as we are in a unique position with our mining partner. Our farm uses 
a modular approach, meaning that when we have funds to invest in miners, the 
farm can grow with us.  Our target is to grow to an extremely large-scale 
operation of machines, working hard day and night to power the GGMC, reward 
burrowed (staked) holders, and push our community to heights no NFT project 
has seen before.





This will be the initial split of miners, 
blending the safety of Bitcoin with the 
greater potential upside from mining alt- 
coins like Kadena. Adding new coins and 
changing the allocation will eventually 
be a community decision.

50%

Bitcoin

12.5%

Litecoin

12.5%

Dogecoin

25%

Kadena

Mining Operation
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For the  of miners going 
live, we are focused on expansion. By 
taking this time to primarily use net 
revenues to invest in additional miners, 
our operation will grow enormously. As 
we are a long-term project, this decision 
will have a huge net benefit over time.

first six months

80%

Compounding 
Miners

7%

Marketing

7%

Dao

6%

Holders

After the six months of intense 
compounding, the GGMC will move into 
this structure in order to sustainably: 
grow the DAO, add additional miners, and 
reward burrowed (staked) gopher 
holders.

 

The remaining 25% will go into a 
marketing/development wallet, including 
founder remuneration. This will be used 
for a variety of things:


 Ongoing maintenance ensuring everything continues to run smoothl
 Consultation costs including legal, tax, and technica
 Marketing to grow the project further across all chain
 Development of future GGMC applications and software. Starting with our      

GGMC dashboard to track all mining metric
 An emergency fund to help protect the GGM
 Fun holder only events and giveaways

17.5%

Compounding 
Miners

25%

Marketing & 
Development

17.5%

Dao

40%

Holders

Mining Reward Flow

This allocation is subject to change based on market activity - however we do not foresee any large changes 
to it and any change will be communicated through our official channels.
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Mining is the core of the GGMC - it gives us long lasting utility from real, 
tangible products that will generate revenue irrespective of the state of the 
market. From this strong foundation we will develop new layers of utility, 
starting with a community investment DAO consistently fed by a portion of 
mining rewards.  



The DAO will be used as a vehicle for the GGMC to gain exposure to all types 
of other projects: new, established, crypto, non-crypto. As long as it has long 
term quality, nothing is off the table. By targeting promising opportunities 
early there is a huge potential upside for burrowed holders. We will have a 
verified holder discord channel to take suggestions. Our team will research 
projects and provide information so the GGMC community can make an 
informed decision in the .
 Juniper Room

The Juniper Room is a grand section of Goof Castle where gophers across 
the Kingdom can gather to discuss matters at hand. Here, gophers can 
vote on major decisions impacting the future of the GGMC such as DAO 
investments and changes to miner allocation. Generally, each gopher has 
one vote, see the professions section for specifics.
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As the GGMC scales, we will negotiate early access or discount pricing for both 
our DAO and gopher holders looking to personally invest. Growing and learning 
as a community is everything to us.



A long-term goal of the GGMC is to create a ‘start-up 
incubator’. Here we can use our resources and 
expertise to help launch quality projects, taking a 
position early to sensationally grow the DAO over the 
long term. The non-financial benefit of fostering 
innovation is also so exciting for us!


A suitable DAO rewards structure will be discussed inside the .
 Juniper Room

Some of the mined coins will not be deployed, but will 
sit in the DAO, allowing holders to participate in 
potential appreciation of the coins mined. Eventually, we 
can also offer these coins to exchanges to use as 
liquidity so that we can experience both coin 
appreciation and a competitive interest rate.
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There will be a  royalty on all secondary market sales to encourage holding 
and to ensure the sustainability of the project. A portion will go to  
gophers, while the rest will go straight back into the .


10%
merchant

community wallet

In order to be eligible for any potential rewards from mining, 
the DAO, or secondary market royalties your gopher MUST be 

.



All potential rewards will be converted to  before being 
distributed. In the future when ADA bridging comes out for 
the coins we mine, we will have a  vote as to 
whether we continue payouts in ADA or wrapped BTC, KDA, 
LTC etc...


burrowed

ADA

Juniper Room

 Exclusive access and perks in partnered project
 Online coaching sessions from crypto professionals to fitness experts. Anyone 

can come on who we can learn something from as a communit
 Networking events for our community to meet founders of other project
 Giveaways and airdrops


    

 

Burrowing (Staking) and Payouts

Additional Holder Perks

Secondary Market Royalties

This is just the start of our utility. We have much more planned, but cannot reveal it yet due to the competitive nature of the 
NFT industry.
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There are seven gopher professions. The profession of your gopher depends on 
the type of assets it has. Profession is also denoted by the background colour 
and is in the metadata. 



Some professions have  within them. Higher ranks will get better boosts.
ranks

Master wizards, miners or warriors get two votes in the Juniper Room for their valued experience

Wizards have an innate arcane talent. They use these abilities to defend the community, and pave new 
ways forward in the mines. For this, wizards get a  in three tiers: Apprentice, Expert, 
Master. All ranks get the standard mining pool pay-out.

boost to DAO pay-outs

Miners have a sixth sense for finding ore. The resources they mine are the foundation of the GGMC. As 
such, miners get a  in three tiers: Apprentice, Expert, Master. All ranks 
get the standard DAO pay-out.

boost to the mining pool pay-outs

Warriors have extreme discipline and nobly defend the GGMC from threats. For their service, warriors get a 
 in three tiers: Apprentice, Expert, Master. In addition, warriors collectively 

have a very small chance each quarter to ‘recover’ the entire pay-out of ‘thief’ gophers.
small boost to both pay-outs

Merchants have a knack for trade. These skills; honed at the best universities in the Kingdom, allow the 
GGMC to move forward into a new age. Merchants collectively get . For 
their advice on economic policy, Merchants get two votes in the Juniper Room.

a % of secondary market royalties

Thieves have a nefarious nature and are selfish to the core. There is some honour among thieves however, 
as they only steal from other thieves. Each quarter, 

. Thieves are banished from the Juniper Room.
the collective pay-out for thieves is stolen by randomly 

selected thieves

Royals are noble rulers descended from the great Aldricus himself. Royals lead the Kingdom of Goof and so 
earn a . They also get three votes in the Juniper Room.% tax on pay-outs to all classes

Oracles have the rare gift of clairvoyance to see the past and future of the GGMC. Oracles may submit 
predictions for the following quarter – things like GGMC secondary market volume, DAO % gain, ADA price. 

 for Oracles.The closest three guess(es) will get 100% of the collective pay-out
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 Generation of  using our beautifully hand drawn assets.
 Presale of the . All classes will be available, 

and this will be the cheapest gophers will ever be. You are slightly more likely 
to get a rarer gopher in the presale!

 Phased  remaining gophers. There will be three stages, all 
with increased pricing to reward early investors.


  


8,888 collection
first 1k gophers late summer 2022

main sale of 7,888

Whichever stage you mint, the gopher you get will be completely random

The GGMC whitelist is a limited list of community members who have shown a 
lot of enthusiasm and engaged heavily - check our discord for more details. 
Whitelist gives you early access to the presale and mainsale.



OGG (Original Goofy Gopher) is an extremely rare role reserved for those 
selected by the team for bringing a lot of value to the community pre-mint. 
OGG’s will be part of our inner circle and are able to give out three whitelist 
spots. Occasionally there will be OGG only giveaways.

    

 

Whitelist and OGG

Disclaimer: Any numbers or predictions in this whitepaper are merely conjecture, it is impossible to 
predict the cryptocurrency markets and the past does not guarantee anything in the future. Mining 
difficulty and prices change daily. This paper is intended to merely demonstrate the potential of the 
project. The purchase of a GGMC NFT does not grant the buyer any ownership in GGMC Ltd. GGMC NFTs 
are purely digital collectibles, they are in no way a security. All returns, profits and rewards are merely 
theoretical and would only apply to staked NFTs.
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